We have created a variety of composite quasar spectra using a homogeneous data set of over 2200 spectra from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). The quasar sample spans a redshift range of 0.044 ¹ z ¹ 4.789 and an absolute r@ magnitude range of [18.0 to [26.5. The input spectra cover an observed wavelength range of 3800È9200 at a resolution of 1800. The median composite covers a rest-A wavelength range from 800 to 8555
INTRODUCTION
Most quasar spectra from ultraviolet to optical wavelengths can be characterized by a featureless continuum and a series of mostly broad emission line features ; compared with galaxies or stars, these spectra are remarkably similar from one quasar to another. The Ðrst three principal componentsÏ spectra account for about 75% of the intrinsic quasar variance (Francis et al. 1992) . Subtle global spectral properties can be studied by combining large numbers of quasar spectra into composites. The most detailed composites (Francis et al. 1991 ; Zheng et al. 1997 ; Brotherton et al. 2001 ) use hundreds of moderate-resolution spectra and typically cover a few thousand angstroms in the quasar rest frame. These high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) spectra reveal variations from a single power law in the general continuum shape and weak emission features that are rarely detectable in individual quasar spectra.
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS ; York et al. 2000 ) already contains spectra for over 2500 quasars as of 2000 June, and by the surveyÏs end, it will include on the order of 105 quasar spectra. The identiÐcation and basic measurement of this sample will be done using an automated pipeline, part of which uses templates for object classiÐcation and redshift determination. As one of the Ðrst uses of the initial set of spectra, we have created a composite quasar spectrum for use as a template. The large number of spectra, their wavelength coverage, relatively high resolution, and high S/N make the current SDSS sample ideal for the creation of composite quasar spectra. The resulting composite spectrum covers a vacuum rest-wavelength range of 800È 8555
The peak S/N per 1 resolution element is over A .
A 300 near 2800 times higher than the previous A Èseveral best ultraviolet/optical composites (see, e.g., Francis et al. 1991 ; Zheng et al. 1997 ; Brotherton et al. 2001) .
In addition to serving as a cross-correlation template, the composite is useful for the precise measurement of emissionline shifts relative to nominal laboratory wavelengths, the calculation of quasar colors for improved candidate selection and photometric redshift estimates, the calculation of K-corrections used in evaluating the quasar luminosity function, and the estimation of the backlighting Ñux density continuum for measurements of quasar absorption-line systems. Composites can also be made from subsamples of the input spectra chosen according to quasar properties, such as luminosity, redshift, and radio loudness. The dependence of global spectral characteristics on various quasar properties will be the subject of a future paper (Vanden Berk et al. 2001 ). Here we concentrate on the continuum and emission-line properties of the global composite. We describe the SDSS quasar sample in°2 and the method used to generate the composite spectra in°3. The continuum and emission-line features are measured and discussed in°°4 and 5. Wavelengths throughout the paper are vacuum values, except when using the common notation for line identiÐcation (truncated air values for wavelengths greater than 3000 and truncated vacuum values for wave-A lengths less than 3000
We use the following values for A ). cosmological parameters throughout the paper : H 0 \ 100 km s~1, and ) m \ 1.0, ) " \ 0, q 0 \ 0.5.
SDSS QUASAR SAMPLE
The spectra were obtained as part of the commissioning phase of the SDSS. Details of the quasar candidate target selection and spectroscopic data reduction will be given in future papers (Richards et al. 2001a ; Newberg et al. 2001 ; Frieman et al. 2001 ). The process is summarized here. Quasar candidates are selected in the color space of the SDSS u@g@r@i@z@ Ðlter system (Fukugita et al. 1996 ) from objects found in imaging scans with the SDSS 2.5 m telescope and survey camera (Gunn et al. 1998) . The e †ective central wavelengths of the Ðlters for a power-law spectrum with a frequency index of a \ [0.5 are approximately 3560, 4680, 6175, 7495 , and 8875 for u@, g@, r@, i@, and z@, respec-A tively. Quasar candidates are well separated from the stellar locus in color space, and the Ðlter system allows the discovery of quasars over the full range of redshifts from z \ 0 to B7. The locations of known quasars in the SDSS color space as a function of redshift are shown by Fan et al. (1999 Fan et al. ( , 2000 Fan et al. ( , 2001 , Newberg et al. (1999) , Schneider et al. (2001) , and especially Richards et al. (2001b) , who plot the locations of over 2600 quasars for which there is SDSS photometry. Quasar candidates are selected to i@ B 19 in the low-redshift regions of color space, and no dis-(z [ 2.5) crimination is made against extended objects in those regions. High-redshift quasar candidates are selected to i@ B 20. Objects are also selected as quasar candidates if they are point sources with i@ ¹ 19 and match objects in the VLA FIRST radio source catalog (Becker, White, & Helfand 1995) . Thus, quasars in the SDSS are selected by both optical and radio criteria. These data were taken while the hardware and, in particular, the target selection software was being commissioned. Therefore, the selection criteria for quasars has evolved somewhat over the course of these observations and will not exactly match the Ðnal algorithm discussed in Richards et al. (2001a) . Because of the changing quasar selection criteria and the loose deÐnition of "" quasar,ÏÏ discretion should be exercised when using the global composite spectra generated from this quasar sample as templates for quasars in other surveys or in subsets of the SDSS quasar sample.
The candidates were observed using the 2.5 m SDSS telescope (Siegmund et al. 2001) at Apache Point Observatory and a pair of double Ðber-fed spectrographs (Uomoto et al. 2001) . Targeted objects are grouped into 3¡ diameter "" plates,ÏÏ each of which holds 640 optical Ðbers. The Ðbers subtend 3A on the sky, and their positions on the plates correspond to the coordinates of candidate objects, sky positions, and calibration stars. Approximately 100 Ðbers per plate are allocated to quasar candidates. At least three 15 minute exposures are taken per plate. So far, spectra have been taken mainly along a wide strip centered on 2¡ .5 the celestial equator, with a smaller fraction at other declinations. The spectra in this study were grouped on 66 plates that overlap somewhat to cover approximately 320 deg2 of sky covered by the imaging survey. The plates were observed from 1999 October to 2000 June. The raw spectra were reduced with the SDSS spectroscopic pipeline (Frieman et al. 2001) , which produces wavelength-and Ñux-calibrated spectra that cover an observed wavelength range from 3800 to 9200 at a spectral resolution of approx-A imately 1850 blueward of 6000 and 2200 redward of A 6000 These spectra and more will be made publicly avail-A . able (in electronic form) in 2001 June as part of the SDSS early data release (Stoughton et al. 2001) .
The Ñux calibration is only approximate at this time and a point that deserves elaboration, since it is the most important source of uncertainty in the continuum shapes of the No. 2, 2001 QUASAR SPECTRA FROM THE SDSS 551 spectra. Light losses from di †erential refraction during the observations are minimized by tracking guide stars through a g@ ÐlterÈthe bluest Ðlter within the spectral range. Several F subdwarf stars are selected for observation (simultaneously with the targeted objects) on each plate. One of theseÈusually the bluest oneÈis selected, typed, and used to deÐne the response function. This process also largely corrects for Galactic extinction, since the distances to the F subdwarfs employed are typically greater than 2.5 kpc, and all of the survey area is at high Galactic latitude. Uncertainties can arise in the spectral typing of the star and from any variation in response across a plate. A check on the accuracy of the Ñux calibration is made for each plate by convolving the calibrated spectra with the Ðlter transmission functions of the g@, r@, and i@ bands and comparing the result with magnitudes derived from the imaging data using an aperture the same diameter as the spectroscopic Ðbers. For a sample of about 2300 SDSS quasar spectra, the median color di †erence between the photometric and spectral measurements, after correcting the photometric values for Galactic extinction (Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis 1998) , was found to be *(g@ [ r@) B 0.01 and *(r@ [ i@) B 0.04. This means that the spectra tend to be slightly bluer than expectations from the photometry. For a pure powerlaw spectrum with true frequency index of which a l \ [0.5, is often used to approximate quasars, the di †erence in both colors would result in a measured index that is systematically greater (bluer) by about 0.1. Quasar spectra are not pure power laws, and the color di †erences are well within the intrinsic scatter of quasars at all redshifts (Richards et al. 2001b ). In addition, the SDSS photometric calibration is not yet Ðnalized, and the shapes of the Ðlter transmission curves are still somewhat uncertain, both of which could contribute to the spectroscopic versus photometric color di †erences. The colors of the combined spectra agree well with the color-redshift relationships found by Richards et al. (2001b ; see°°3 and 5) , which also leads us to believe that the Ñux calibrations are reasonably good. However, we caution that the results here on the combined continuum shape cannot be considered Ðnal until the SDSS spectroscopic calibration is veriÐed.
Quasars were identiÐed from their spectra and approximate redshift measurements were made by manual inspection.27 We deÐne quasar to mean any extragalactic object with at least one broad emission line and that is dominated by a nonstellar continuum. This includes Seyfert galaxies, as well as quasars, and we do not make a distinction between them. Spectra were selected if the rest-frame FWHM of the strong permitted lines, such as C IV, Mg II, and the Balmer lines, were greater than about 500 km s~1. In most cases, those line widths well exceeded 1000 km s~1. Since we require only one broad emission line, some objects that may otherwise be classiÐed as "" type 2 ÏÏ AGNs (those with predominantly narrow emission lines) are also included in the quasar sample. Spectra with continua dominated by stellar features, such as unambiguous Ca H and K lines, or the 4308 G-band, were rejected. This deÐnition is free from A traditional luminosity, or morphology-based criteria and is also intended to avoid introducing a signiÐcant spectral component from the host galaxies (see°5). Spectra with broad absorption line features (BAL quasars), which com-ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ 27 ReÐned redshift measurements were made later as described in°3.
FIG. 1.ÈRedshift distribution of the 2204 quasars used for the composite spectra (top), and the absolute r@ magnitude, vs. redshift (bottom). M r@ , The median redshift is z \ 1.253. prise about 4% of the initial sample, were removed from the input list. We are studying BAL quasars in the SDSS sample intensively, and initial results are forthcoming (see, e.g., Menou et al. 2001) ; the focus of the present paper is on the intrinsic continua of quasars, and BAL features can heavily obscure the continua. Other spectra with spurious artifacts introduced either during the observations or by the data reduction process (about 10% of the initial sample) were removed from the input list.28 Spectra obtained as part of SDSS follow-up observations on other telescopes, such as the high-redshift samples of Fan et al. (1999 Fan et al. ( , 2000 Fan et al. ( , 2001 , Schneider et al. (2000 Schneider et al. ( , 2001 , and Zheng et al. (2000) , were not included. Figure 1 shows the redshift distribution of the quasars used in the composite and the absolute r@ magnitudes versus redshift. Discontinuities in the selection function for the quasars, such as the fainter magnitude limit for high-redshift candidates, are evident in Figure 1 . The Ðnal list of spectra contains 2204 quasars spanning a redshift range of 0.044 ¹ z ¹ 4.789, with a median quasar redshift of
The vast majority of the magnitudes lie in z \ 1.253. the range 17.5 \ r@ \ 20.5.
GENERATING THE COMPOSITES
The steps required to generate a composite quasar spectrum involve selecting the input spectra, determining accurate redshifts, rebinning the spectra to the rest frame, scaling ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ 28 These artifacts are due to the inevitable problems of commissioning both the software and hardware, and the problem rate is now negligible.
or normalizing the spectra, and stacking the spectra into the Ðnal composite. Each of these steps can have many variations, and their e †ect on the resulting spectrum can be signiÐcant (see Francis et al. 1991 , for a discussion of some of these e †ects). The selection of the input spectra was described in the previous section, and here we detail the remaining steps.
The appropriate statistical methods used to combine the spectra depend upon the spectral quantities of interest. We are interested in both the large-scale continuum shape and the emission-line features of the combined quasars. We have used combining techniques to generate two composite spectra : (1) the median spectrum, which preserves the relative Ñuxes of the emission features ; and (2) the geometric mean spectrum, which preserves the global continuum shape. We have used the geometric mean because quasar continua are often approximated by power laws, and the median (or arithmetic mean) of a sample of power-law spectra will not, in general, result in a power law with the mean index. The geometric mean is deÐned as, S f j T gm \ where is the Ñux density of spectrum (< i/1 n f j, i )1@n, f j, i number i in the bin centered on wavelength j, and n is the number of spectra contributing to the bin. Assuming a power-law form for the continuum Ñux density, f j P it is easily shown that where j~(al`2), S f j T gm P j~(WalX`2), is the (arithmetic) mean value of the frequency powerSa l T law index. [The wavelength index, and the frequency a j , index, are related by
. The rest positions of emission lines in quasar spectra, especially the high-ionization broad lines, are known to vary from their nominal laboratory wavelengths (Gaskell 1982 ; Wilkes 1986 ; Espey et al. 1989 ; Zheng & Sulentic 1990 ; Corbin 1990 ; Weymann et al. 1991 ; Tytler & Fan 1992 ; Brotherton et al. 1994b ; Laor et al. 1995 ; McIntosh et al. 1999) , so the adopted redshifts of quasars depend upon the lines measured. In addition to understanding the phenomenon of line shifts, unbiased redshifts are important for understanding the nature of associated absorption-line systems (Foltz et al. 1986 ), for accurately measuring the intergalactic medium ionizing Ñux (Bajtlik, Duncan, & Ostriker 1988) , and for understanding the dynamics of close pairs of quasars. If the redshifts are consistently measured, say using a common emission line or by cross-correlation with a template, then the mean relative line shifts can be measured accurately with a composite made using those redshifts. For the redshifts of our quasars, we have used only the [O III] j5007 emission line when possible, since it is narrow, bright, unblended, and is presumed to be emitted at nearly the systemic redshift of the host galaxy (Gaskell 1982 ; Vrtilek & Carleton 1985 ; McIntosh et al. 1999) . Some weak Fe II emission is expected near 5000 (see, e.g., Wills, A Netzer, & Wills 1985 ; Verner et al. 1999 ; Forster et al. 2001 ), but after subtraction of a local continuum (see°4), contamination of the narrow [O III] line by the broad Fe II complex should be less than a few percent at most. Additionally, we use only the top B50% of the emission-line peak to measure its position, which greatly reduces uncertainties due to line asymmetry. An initial composite was made (as described below) using spectra with measured [O III] emission, and this composite was used as a crosscorrelation template for quasars in which the [O III] line was not observable. In this way, all quasars were put onto a common redshift calibration, i.e., relative to the [O III] j5007 line. We now explain this in detail.
Generating the [O III] T emplate
The [O III]-based spectrum was made using 373 spectra with a strong [O III] j5007 emission line una †ected by night-sky lines and includes quasars with redshifts from z \ 0.044 to 0.840. Spectra were combined at rest wavelengths that were covered by at least three independent spectra, which resulted in a Ðnal wavelength coverage of 2070 \ j \ 8555 for the [O III]-based spectrum. The red-A shifts were based on the peak position of the [O III] j5007 line, estimated by calculating the mode of the top B50% of the line using the relation mode \ 3 ] median [ 2 ] mean, which gives better peak estimates than the centroid or median for slightly skewed proÐles (see, e.g., Lupton 1993) . Uncertainties in the peak positions were estimated by taking into account the errors in the Ñux density of the pixels contributing to the emission line. The mean uncertainty in the peak positions was 35 km s~1 (rest-frame velocity). This is a few times larger than the wavelength calibration uncertainty of less than 10 km s~1, based upon spectral observations of radial velocity standards (York et al. 2000) . The wavelength array of each spectrum was shifted to the rest frame using the redshift based on the [O III] line. The wavelengths and Ñux densities were rebinned onto a common dispersion of 1 per binÈ A roughly the resolution of the observed spectra shifted to the rest frameÈwhile conserving Ñux. Flux values in pixels that overlapped more than one new bin were distributed among the new bins according to the fraction of the original pixel width covering each new bin. The spectra were ordered by redshift and the Ñux density of the Ðrst spectrum was arbitrarily scaled. The other spectra were scaled in order of redshift to the average of the Ñux density in the common wavelength region of the mean spectrum of all the lower redshift spectra. The Ðnal spectrum was made by Ðnding the median Ñux density in each bin of the shifted, rebinned, and scaled spectra.
The [O III]-based median composite was then used as a template to reÐne redshift estimates for those spectra without measurable [O III] emission and those for which the [O III] line was redshifted beyond 9200 We used a s2 A . minimization technique, similar to that used by Franx, Illingworth, & Heckman (1989) , to measure the redshifts. A low-order polynomial was Ðtted to the composite and to each spectrum to approximate a continuum and then subtracted. The composite spectrum was shifted in small redshift steps and compared with the individual quasar spectra. The redshift that minimized s2Èthe sum of the squared inverse-variance weighted residualsÈwas taken as the systemic redshift. Quasars with s2 and manual redshifts that di †ered by more than twice the dispersion of the velocity di †erences of the entire sample (about 700 km s~1) were examined for possible causes unrelated to the properties of the quasar. Spectra with identiÐed problems were either corrected (if possible) or rejected. A new composite was then made using all the spectra with either s2 or [O III] redshifts. The template matching and recombining process was done in several progressively higher redshift ranges, so that there was sufficient overlap between the templates and the input spectra that included at least two strong emission lines.
Generating the Composite Spectra
Both median and geometric mean composite spectra were then generated for the analysis of emission features and the global continuum, respectively. The Ðnal set of FIG. 3.ÈComposite quasar spectrum using median combining. Powerlaw Ðts to the estimated continuum Ñux are shown. The resolution of the input spectra is B1800, which gives a wavelength resolution of about 1 A in the rest frame. spectra were shifted to the rest frame using the reÐned redshifts, then rebinned onto a common wavelength scale at 1 per bin, which is roughly the resolution of the observed A spectra shifted to the rest frame. The number of quasar spectra that contribute to each 1 bin is shown as a func-A tion of wavelength in Figure 2 . The median spectrum was constructed from the entire data set in the same way as the [O III] composite, as described in the previous section. The spectral region blueward of the Lya emission line was ignored when calculating the Ñux density scaling, since the Lya forest Ñux density varies greatly from spectrum to spectrum. The Ðnal spectrum was truncated to 800 on the A short-wavelength end, since there was little or no usable Ñux in the contributing spectra at shorter wavelengths. The median Ñux density values of the shifted, rebinned, and scaled spectra were determined for each wavelength bin to form the Ðnal median composite quasar spectrum, shown in Figure 3 on a logarithmic scale. An error array was calcu- lated by dividing the 68% semi-interquantile range of the Ñux densities by the square root of the number of spectra contributing to each bin. This estimate agrees well with the uncertainty determined by measuring the variance in relatively featureless sections of the combined spectrum. The median spectrum extends from 800 to 8555 in the rest A frame. Figure 4 shows the S/N per 1 bin, which A approaches 330 at 2800
The wavelength, Ñux density, A . and uncertainty arrays of the median spectrum are given in Table 1 .
To generate the geometric mean spectrum, the shifted and rebinned spectra were normalized to unit average Ñux density over the rest-wavelength interval 3020È3100 A , which contains no strong narrow emission lines and is covered by about 90% of the spectra. The restriction that the input spectra cover this interval results in a combined spectrum that ranges from about 1300 to 7300 and is A composed of spectra with redshifts from z \ 0.26 to 1.92. FIG. 5.ÈComposite quasar spectrum generated using the geometric mean of the input spectra. Power-law Ðts to the estimated continuum Ñux are shown. The geometric mean is a better estimator than the arithmetic mean (or median) for power-law distributions. The resolution of the input spectra is B1800 in the observed frame, which gives a wavelength resolution of about 1 in the rest frame.
A
The geometric mean of the Ñux density values was calculated in each wavelength bin to form the geometric mean composite quasar spectrum, shown in Figure 5 on a logarithmic scale. The median and geometric mean composites are quite similar, but there are subtle di †erences in both the continuum slopes and the emission-line proÐles, discussed further in the following sections, which justify the construction of both composite spectra.
CONTINUUM, EMISSION, AND ABSORPTION FEATURES
4.1. T he Continuum The geometric mean spectrum is shown on a log-log scale in Figure 5 , in which a single power law will appear as a straight line. The problem of Ðtting the quasar continuum is complicated by the fact that there are essentially no emission-lineÈfree regions in the spectrum. Our approach is to Ðnd a set of regions that give the longest wavelength range over which a power-law Ðt does not cross the spectrum (i.e., the end points of the Ðt are deÐned by the two most widely separated consecutive intersections). The regions that satisfy this are 1350È1365 and 4200È4230 A A . single power-law Ðt through the points in those regions gives an index of and Ðts the speca l \ [0.44 (a j \ [1.56) trum reasonably well from just redward of Lya to just blueward of Hb (Fig. 5) . The statistical uncertainty in the spectral index from the Ðt alone is quite small (B0.005) owing to the high S/N of the spectrum and the wide separation of the Ðtted regions. However, the value of the index is sensitive to the precise wavelength regions used for Ðtting. More importantly, the spectrophotometric calibration of the spectra introduces an uncertainty of B0.1 in (°2). We a l estimate the uncertainty of the measured value of the average continuum index to be B0.1, based mainly on the remaining spectral response uncertainties. Redward of Hb the continuum Ñux density rises above the amount predicted by the power law ; this region is better Ðtted by a separate power law with an index of Fig. 5 ), a l \ [2.45 (a j \ 0.45 ; which was determined using the wavelength ranges 6005È 6035 and 7160È7180 The abrupt change in the contin-A A . uum slope is discussed in°5.
As a comparison, we have also measured the power-law indices for the median composite, which are a l \ [0.46 and for the respec-
42) tive wavelength regions (Fig. 3) . The index found for the Lya-to-Hb region is almost indistinguishable from that found for the geometric mean composite. The indices for both spectra redward of Hb are signiÐcantly di †erent, however, and are a result of the di †erent combining processes. The geometric mean should give a better estimate of the average index, but comparison with mean or median composite spectra from other studies is probably reasonable in the Lya-to-Hb region, given the small di †erence in the indices measured for our composite spectra. The continuum blueward of the Lya emission line is heavily absorbed by Lya forest absorption, as seen in Figure 3 . However, because the strength of the Lya forest is a strong function of redshift and a large range of redshifts was used in constructing the sample, no conclusions can be drawn about the absorption or the continuum in that region.
Emission and Absorption L ines
The high S/N and relatively high resolution (1 of the A ) composite allows us to locate and identify weak emission features and resolve some lines that are often blended in other composites. It is also possible that our sample includes a higher fraction of spectra with narrower line proÐles, which could also help in distinguishing emission features. . Emission-line features above the continuum were identiÐed manually in the median spectrum. Including the broad Fe II and Fe III complexes, 85 emission features were detected. The endpoints of line positions and were estimated to be where the Ñux density j lo j hi was indistinguishable from the local "" continuum.ÏÏ The local continuum is not necessarily the same as the powerlaw continuum estimated in°4.1, since the emission lines may appear to lie on top of other emission lines or broad Fe II emission features. The peak position of each emission line, was estimated by calculating the mode of the top j obs , B50% of the lineÈthe same method used for measuring the [O III] j5007 line peaks in°3.1. Uncertainties in the peak positions include the contribution from the Ñux density uncertainties, but none from uncertainties in the local continuum estimate. Fluxes and equivalent widths were measured by integrating the line Ñux density between the endpoints and above the estimated local continuum. Line proÐle widths were estimated by measuring the rms wavelength dispersion, about the peak positionÈi.e., the p j , square root of the average Ñux-weighted squared di †erences between the wavelength of each pixel in a line proÐle and the peak line position. Asymmetry of the line proÐles was measured using PearsonÏs skewness coefficient, skewness 1979 ; Phillips 1976), the ultrastrong Fe II emitting quasar 2226-3905 (Graham, Clowes, & Campusano 1996) , the bright Seyfert 1 galaxy NGC 7469 (Kriss et al. 2000) , the high-ionization Seyfert 1 galaxy III Zw 77 (Osterbrock 1981) , the extensively observed Seyfert 2 galaxy NGC 1068 (Snijders, Netzer, & Boksenberg 1986) , the powerful radio galaxy Cygnus A (Tadhunter, Metz, & Robinson 1994) , and the Orion Nebula H II region (Osterbrock, Tran, & Veilleux 1992) . IdentiÐcation of many Fe II complexes was made by comparison with predicted multiplet strengths by Verner et al. (1999) , Netzer & Wills (1983) , Grandi (1981) , and Phillips (1978) , and multiplet designations are taken from those references. Table 2 lists the detected lines, their vacuum wavelength peak positions, relative Ñuxes, equivalent widths, proÐle widths, skewness, and identiÐcations. Rest wavelengths were taken from the Atomic Line List.29 Wavelengths of lines consisting of multiple transitions were found by taking the oscillator-strengthÈweighted average in the case of permitted lines and the adopted values from the above references for forbidden lines. In all cases, the permitted rest-wavelength values agreed with the (vacuum) values adopted in the above references. Figure 6 shows an expanded view of the quasar composite on a loglinear scale with the emission features labeled. It is clear from Figure 6 that most of the UV-optical continuum is populated by emission lines. Most strong emission lines show "" contamination ÏÏ by blends with weaker lines, as seen in the expanded proÐles of 12 emission-line regions in Figure 7 . The very broad conspicuous feature from B2200 to 4000 is known as the 3000 A A bump (Grandi 1982 ; Oke, Shields, & Korycansky 1984) and consists of blends of Fe II line emission and Balmer continuum emission (Wills et al. 1985) . The Fe II and Fe III complexes are particularly ubiquitous and contribute a large fraction of the emission-line Ñux. Using this composite, these complexes have been shown to be an important contributor to the color-redshift relationships of quasars (Richards et al. 2001b) .
Several absorption features often seen in galaxies are also identiÐable in the median composite quasar spectrum. These lines are listed in Table 3 , along with several measured quantities, and include H9 j3835, H10 j3797, the Ca II j3933 K line, and Ca II jj8498, 8542Ètwo lines of a triplet (the second weakest third component would fall beyond the red end of the spectrum). The Mg I jj5167, 5172, 5183 triplet lines may also be present in the spectrum, but they would lie inside a strong complex of Fe II emission and near several other expected emission lines. The locations of other common stellar absorption lines seen in galaxies, such as the lower order Balmer lines and the Ca II j3968 H line, are dominated by emission lines. The presence of stellar absorption lines argues for at least some hostgalaxy contamination in the quasar composite spectrum, despite the fact that we rejected objects with obvious stellar lines in individual galaxies. To examine this further, we have created a low-redshift median composite using only quasars with redshifts of which is almost equivalent to z em ¹ 0.5, selecting only quasars with rest-frame absolute r@ magnitude (calculated using a spectral index of M r { º [21.5 a l \ [0.44). The low-z composite covers a rest-wavelength range of 2550È8555
The absorption lines found in the A . low-z spectrum are marked in Figure 8 and listed in Table 3 . More absorption lines are detected in the low-z composite spectrum than the full data set spectrum, and the lines in common are stronger in the low-z spectrumÈas expected if host-galaxy contamination is the source of the absorption lines. We discuss the absorption lines in more detail in°5.
The 2175 extinction bump often seen in the spectra of A objects observed through the Galactic di †use interstellar medium and usually attributed to graphite grains (Mathis, Rumpl, & Nordsieck 1977) is not present at a detectable level in the composite spectrum. This agrees with the nondetection of the feature by Pitman, Clayton, & Gordon (2000) who searched for it in other quasar spectral composites. Grandi 1982 ; Wilkes 1986 ; Tytler & Fan 1992 ; Laor et al. 1995 ; McIntosh et al. 1999 ) and are present for many of the lines listed in Table 2 . Real line position o †sets can be confused with apparent "" shifts ÏÏ that can arise from several sources, including contamination by line blends, incorrect identiÐca-tions, and line asymmetry. To minimize these problems, we have selected only relatively strong lines with isolated peaks, and we have remeasured the peaks of only the top 25% of the line Ñux for lines that appeared to have a very broad component or asymmetric proÐle. The velocity shifts for the selected lines are listed in Table 4 . A negative velocity indicates that a line is blueshifted with respect to the nominal laboratory wavelength and vice versa. By design, It has been suggested that there is a correlation between the line shift and the ionization energy of the species (see, e.g., Tytler & Fan 1992 ; McIntosh et al. 1999) . Quasar emission lines are generally separated into two broad categories : the permitted and semiforbidden lines, which are typically broad (FWHM [ 500 km s~1), and the much narrower forbidden lines. These classes of lines are thought to arise from physically distinct regions : the parsec-scale broad-line region (BLR) and the kiloparsec-scale narrow-line region (NLR), respectively. Since their origins are likely to be different, we treat the BLR and NLR lines separately. Figure 9 shows the ionization energy versus velocity shifts in Table 4 for both the BLR and the NLR lines, labeled by their ions. In both cases, there is an apparent anticorrelation between the velocity shifts and ionization potential in Figure 9 . The Spearman rank correlation coefficient for the BLR lines gives a random probability of Ðnding as strong a correlation at about 0.6%. We have taken the uncertainties in the velocity measurements into account by creating 104 mock data sets of velocities, randomly distributed for each emission line according to the velocity uncertainties, and then recalculated the correlation probabilities. For half of the mock data sets, the random probability of a correlation was less than 1.6% for the BLR lines. Thus, we would have found a signiÐcant anticorrelation between the velocity o †sets and ionization potentials for a majority of independent measurements. The low-ionization C II j1335 line has the maximum redshift at 292 km s~1, and the high- ionization C IV j1549 line has the maximum blueshift at [564 km s~1. The N V point appears to be somewhat of an outlier, possibly because of severe blending with Lya. It is also interesting that N V does not follow the Baldwin e †ect (Espey & Andreadis 1999) , the strength of which is otherwise anticorrelated with ionization potential. In any case, the rank correlation of the velocity o †set and ionization potential is not signiÐcantly stronger when N V is removed, and we have no compelling reason to do so. The velocity o †sets are not as strong for the NLR km s~1 linesÈ[100 Èbut the Spearman rank correlation probability is 1.3 ] 10~4, which is quite signiÐcant, and we Ðnd the probability is less than 1% for half of the mock data sets. We discuss emission-line velocity shifts further in°5.
Systematic L ine Shifts

Spectrum-to-Spectrum Di †erences
While constructing the median composite, the Ñux levels of overlapping spectra were scaled so that the integrated Ñux densities were the same. Thus, we expect the variation in the continuum Ñux density across the spectrum to reÑect the spectrum-to-spectrum di †erences caused by di †ering continuum shapes and emission-line Ñuxes and proÐles. (This does not, however, address spectral time variability.) Figure 10 shows the 68% semi-interquantile range divided by the median spectrum, after the contribution from the combined Ñux density uncertainties of each spectrum were removed in quadrature. The individual spectral uncertainties include statistical noise estimates but not uncertainties in the (unÐnalized) Ñux calibration. The largest relative variations from the median spectrum occur in the narrow emission lines, such as the [O III] jj4958, 5007 lines, and the cores of broad emission lines, such as C IV j1549 and Lya j1215. Variations of the broad components of Ha j6563 and Mg II j2798 are evident but less so for Hb j4861 and C IV j1549, and there is little sign of variation in the C III j1908 line. Most of the broad Fe II complexes show signiÐcant variation. The Lya forest region varies considerably, as expected, since structure in the forest can be partly resolved in the individual spectra, and the forest strength changes with redshift. As a result, the combination of spectra at di †erent redshifts will naturally give rise to a high variance. An additional feature of some interest is the pair of variation peaks at 3935 and 3970 which correspond A , precisely to the Ca II doublet. These are detected in absorption in the median composites (although [Ne III] and Hv emission interfere with Ca II j3970), and the variation may indicate that spectral contamination by the host galaxy is fairly common. A full analysis of spectrum-to-spectrum variations requires other means, such as principal component analysis (Boroson & Green 1992 ; Francis et al. 1992 ; Brotherton et al. 1994a ; Wills et al. 1999 ), which we plan for a future project.
DISCUSSION
The Large Bright Quasar Survey (LBQS) composite (kindly provided by S. Morris) updated from Francis et al. (1991) , the First Bright Quasar Survey (FBQS) composite (available electronically ; Brotherton et al. 2001) , and our median composite are shown for comparison in Figure 11 . The spectra have been scaled to unit-average Ñux density in the range 3020È3100 All three spectra are quite similar in A . appearance except for slight di †erences. The strength of the Lya line and some of the narrow emission lines in the FBQS composite are stronger than for the other composites. The di †erence is probably due to the fact that the FBQS sample is entirely radio selected, and there is a correlation between   FIG. 10 .ÈSpectrum-to-spectrum variation of the quasar composite Ñux density relative to the median Ñux as a function of rest wavelength. A .
line strengths and radio loudness (Boroson & Green 1992 ; Francis et al. 1992 ; Brotherton et al. 1994a ; Wills et al. 1999) . Otherwise, the relative Ñuxes are similar for the lines in common among the various composites. The higher resolution and higher S/N of our composite has allowed us to identify many more lines than listed for the other spectra (although a number of the features we Ðnd are present at a lower signiÐcance level in the other spectra). We have identiÐed a total of 85 emission features in the median spectrum. All the features have been identiÐed in other quasar or AGN spectra but not in any single object. A large number of the identiÐed features are attributed to either Fe II or Fe III multiplets. The combination of these features has been shown to greatly a †ect the color-redshift relationship for quasars (Richards et al. 2001b) . A single power law is an adequate Ðt to the continuum between Lya and Hb, especially given the predicted strengths of the Fe II and Fe III emission-line complexes in that range (Verner et al. 1999 ; Netzer & Wills 1983 ; Laor et al. 1997) . The index we Ðnd, is in good agreea l \ [0.44, ment with most recent values found in optically selected quasar samples. Table 5 lists average power-law indices from various sources over the past decade. The LBQS, FBQS, and Hubble Space T elescope (HST ) composite (Zheng et al. 1997 ) spectra are available electronically, so for consistency, we have also remeasured the power-law indices of those spectra using the technique described in°4.1. The remeasured values are not signiÐcantly di †erent from the values given in previous papers.
Most of the composite measurements agree with averages over continuum Ðts to individual spectra. One outlier is the measurement by Zheng et al. (1997) , who Ðnd a steeper (redder) continuum with using a composite a l \ [0.99 made with spectra from HST . The di †erence is attributed to the lower redshift of the Zheng et al. (1997) quasar sample and a correlation between redshift and steeper UV continuum (Francis 1993) . To test this, we have created a lowredshift geometric mean composite using only those quasars that cover a rest wavelength of 5000 (z \ 0.84).
A Since the 1350 wavelength region we have used to A measure continuum slopes is not covered by the low-z com- Brotherton et al. 2001 ; (4) Carballo et al. 1999 ; (5) Natali et al. 1998 ; (6) Zheng et al. 1997 ; (7) Francis 1996 ; (8) Francis et al. 1991 ; (9) Cristiani & Vio 1990. posite, we used instead the Ñux density in the wavelength range 3020È3100 multiplied by a factor of 0.86, which is A the ratio of the Ñux density of the power-law Ðt to the Ñux density of the spectrum for the full sample geometric mean composite in that range. We Ðnd a steeper index for the low-redshift composite, than for the full-sample a l \ [0.65, composite, although the di †erence is not as a l \ [0.44, great as with the Zheng et al. (1997) composite.
Another apparently discrepant value is the result from Schneider et al. (2001) , who Ðnd for a sample of a l \ [0.93 very high-redshift quasars. Similar values for high-z samples have been found by Fan et al. (2001) and Schneider, Schmidt, & Gunn (1991) . The steep indices measured for high-z quasars may be due to the restricted wavelength range typically used in Ðtting the continua, as suggested by Schneider et al. (2001) , and not to a change in the underlying spectral index at high redshift. At high redshifts, only relatively short wavelength ranges redward of Lya are available in optical spectra, and these tend to be populated by broad Fe II and Fe III complexes. If, for example, the regions of the median composite near 1350 and 1600 (just A redward of the C IV emission line) are taken as continuum (as Schneider et al. 2001 did), we Ðnd a power-law index of This example demonstrates the generic diffia l \ [0.93. culty of measuring continuum indices without a very large range of wavelength, or some estimate of the strength of the contribution from blended emission lines.
The continuum slope changes abruptly near 5000 and A becomes steeper with an index of which is a a l \ [2.45, good Ðt up to the red end of the spectrum (8555 This A ). change is also evident in the FBQS composite and has been noted in the spectra of individual quasars (Wills et al. 1985 ). An upturn in the spectral energy distribution of quasarsÈ the so-called near-infrared inÑection, presumably caused by emission from hot dustÈhas been seen starting between 0.7 and 1.5 km (see, e.g., Neugebauer et al. 1987 ; Elvis et al. 1994 ). This may be, in part, what we are seeing at wavelengths beyond B5000 but it is unlikely that the subli-A , mation temperature of dust would be high enough for the emission to extend to wavelengths below 6000 (Puget, A Leger, & Boulanger 1985 ; Efstathiou, Hough, & Young 1995) .
Another possible contributor to the long-wavelength steepening is contamination from the host galaxies. The 3A optical Ðber diameter subtends much if not all of the hostgalaxy image, even for the lowest redshift quasars. The best evidence for the contribution of host-galaxy light is the presence of stellar absorption lines in the composite spectra. The lines become stronger as the redshift and, equivalently, the luminosity distributions of the quasar sample are lowered. This is seen by comparing the absorption-line strengths of the low-redshift median composite (°3) with the full-sample composite. The strengths of the absorption lines in the low-redshift median composite, assuming a typical elliptical galaxy spectrum, imply a contribution to the composite quasar light from stars of about 7%È15% at the locations of Ca II j3933 and Na I j5896 and about 30% at the locations of Ca II jj8498, 8542. The trend of a greater contribution from starlight with increasing wavelength is expected because the least luminous quasars, in which the relative host-galaxy light is presumably most important, contribute the majority of spectra to the composite at longer wavelengths. This trend has also been seen in the spectral light from the nuclei of individual low-redshift Seyfert galaxies and other AGNs (Terlevich, Diaz, & Terlevich 1990 ; Serote Roos et al. 1998) , which suggests a signiÐ-cant contribution from starburst activity dominated by red supergiants (Cid Fernandes & Terlevich 1995) . The mean absolute r@ magnitude of the quasars making up the low-z composite is (Fig. 1) , which implies a host-M r { \ [21.7 galaxy magnitude of about (assuming a host M r { \ [19.2 contribution of D10%)Èa moderately luminous value in the SDSS Ðlter system (Blanton et al. 2001) . We conclude that both stellar light from the host galaxies and a real change in the quasar continuum cause the steepening of the spectral index beyond 5000 A .
The detection of stellar Balmer absorption lines implies that young or intermediate-age stars make a substantial contribution to the light of the host galaxies. This is at odds with the conclusion, based on host-galaxy spectra (Nolan et al. 2001 ) and two-dimensional image modeling (McLure et al. 1999 ; McLure & Dunlop 2000) , that the hosts of quasars and radio galaxies are "" normal ÏÏ giant elliptical galaxies. The discrepancy cannot immediately be attributed to redshift di †erences, since the McLure & Dunlop (2000) sample extends to z B 1, and we detect Balmer absorption lines in the full-sample composite with a mean redshift of z \ 1.25. More likely, the di †erence is due to the fact that our spectra include only the inner 3A of the galaxy light, while the spectra taken by Nolan et al. (2001) sample only o †-nuclear (5A from nucleus) light, and the image modeling includes the entire proÐle of the galaxies. This suggests that the stellar population near the nuclei of quasar host galaxiesÈnear the quasars themselvesÈis substantially younger than that of the host galaxies.
Velocity shifts in the BLR lines relative to the forbidden NLR linesÈtaken to be at the systemic host-galaxy redshiftÈare seen for most quasars and are similar to the values we Ðnd for the composite BLR lines relative to [O III] j5007 (see, e.g., Tytler & Fan 1992 ; Laor et al. 1995 ; McIntosh et al. 1999) . The origin of the shifts is not known, but explanations include gas inÑows and outÑows (see, e.g., Gaskell 1982 ; Corbin 1990 ), attenuation by dust (Grandi 1977 ; Heckman et al. 1981) , relativistic e †ects (Netzer 1977 ; Corbin 1995 Corbin , 1997 McIntosh et al. 1999) , and line emission from physically di †erent locations (see, e.g., Espey et al. 1989) . The magnitudes of the shifts seem to depend upon the ionization energies (Gaskell 1982 ; Wilkes 1986 ; Espey et al. 1989 ; Tytler & Fan 1992 ; McIntosh et al. 1999) , in the sense that more negative velocities (blueshifts) are seen for higher ionization lines. We have conÐrmed this correlation using a large number of BLR lines (°4.3).
It is often assumed that the NLR lines are at the systemic redshift of the quasar, since the lines are thought to originate in a kiloparsec-scale region centered on the quasar, and the lines show good agreement (to within 100 km s~1) with the redshifts of host galaxies determined by stellar absorption lines (Gaskell 1982 ; Vrtilek & Carleton 1985) and H I 21 cm observations (Hutchings, Gower, & Price 1987) . However, for some of the higher ionization forbidden lines, such as [O III] j5007, Ne V j3426, Fe VII j6086, Fe X j6374, and Fe XI j7892, seen in quasars and Seyfert galaxies, signiÐcant velocity shifts, usually blueshifts, have been detected in the past (e.g., Heckman et al. 1981 ; Mirabel & Wilson 1984 ; Penston et al. 1984 ; Whittle 1985 ; Appenzeller & Wagner 1991) . The large number (17) of NLR lines we have been able to measure cover a wide range in ionization potentials. These lines are shifted with respect to one another, and the shifts are correlated with ionization energy. This appears to be a real e †ect, since we have been careful to select only those lines that have well-deÐned nonblended peaks. Another veriÐcation of the accuracy of the velocity measurements is that lines originating from the same ion but at di †erent rest wavelengths almost always have consistent velocity o †sets within the measurement uncertainties (Table 4 and Fig. 9) .
The NLR velocity shifts and their correlation with ionization potential suggest that the same mechanism responsible for the shifts of the BLR lines also applies to the NLR lines, although the e †ect is weaker. One possible explanation is that the BLR contains some lower density, forbidden-lineÈ emitting gas, as Ðrst suggested by Penston (1977) . The correlation is strong, but the e †ect is subtle, so follow-up work will likely have to involve both higher quality optical spectra and observations in the near-IR in order to detect a sufficient sample of narrow forbidden lines.
We have implicitly assumed that the velocity di †erences are independent of other factors, such as redshift and luminosity. However, McIntosh et al. (1999) found that higher z quasars tend to have greater velocity o †sets relative to the [O III] line. For quasars in our sample with z [ 0.84, the [O III] emission line is redshifted out of the spectra, which is why we used a cross-correlation technique to estimate the center-of-mass redshifts. If the true velocity o †sets depend upon redshift, the relation will be weakened by the crosscorrelation matching, which Ðnds the best match to a lower redshift template, and thus will tend to yield the lower redshift emission-line positions. A desirable future project is extending the wavelength coverage to the near-infrared at higher redshift and to the ultraviolet at lower redshift in order to simultaneously detect low-and high-velocity lines. Such a program of even a relatively modest sample size would be highly beneÐcial to many quasar studies.
SUMMARY
We have created median and geometric mean composite quasar spectra using a sample of over 2200 quasars in the SDSS. The resolution and S/N exceed all previously published UV-optical quasar composites. Over 80 emissionline features have been detected and identiÐed. We have been able to measure velocity shifts in a large number of both permitted and forbidden emission-line peaks, most of which have no such previous measurements. Power-law Ðts to the continua verify the results from most recent studies. The composites show that there is a lack of emission-free regions across most of the UV-optical wavelength range, which makes Ðtting quasar continua difficult unless a very wide wavelength range is available.
The SDSS is rapidly producing high-quality spectra of quasars that cover a wide range of properties. Composite spectra can therefore be made from numerous subsamples in order to search for dependencies of global spectral characteristics on a variety of quasar parameters, such as redshift, luminosity, and radio loudnessÈa program that is currently underway. We are also using other techniques, such as principal component analysis, to examine trends among the diversity of quasar spectra.
The median composite is being used as a crosscorrelation template for spectra in the SDSS, and many other applications are imaginable. The median composite spectrum is likely to be of general interest, so it is available as a machine-readable table (Table 1) .
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